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Church Farm,  
18 Church Lane,  
Loughton,  
Milton Keynes MK5 8AS 

 
Marie Denny 
School Organisation and Planning Manager 
Children and Families - Education, Effectiveness and Participation  
Milton Keynes Council 

Saxon Court  
502 Avebury Boulevard  
Milton Keynes 
MK9 3HS  
 
Dear Ms Marie Denny 

23
rd

 October 2012 
Re Proposed expansion of Loughton Manor First School  
 
Thank you for attending the meeting of Loughton Parish Council on 15th October 2012. It was 
useful to hear both from you and also Mr Glenn Oldfield as to the proposed expansion. We were 
disappointed not to have received any prior notice of this proposal until we took the initiative of 
contacting you about this it. There was also attendance at the meeting by a gentleman who is one 
of the Governors of the school and two concerned parents and their input was also helpful.   
 
I am writing to confirm the response of Loughton Parish Council to the consultation you are 
presently conducting and I hope that this is taken into account by MK Council when determining 
whether to proceed with the expansion. 
 
On a vote by all members of the Council, 5 members were against the proposed expansion, 3 
were in favour and one abstained. We agreed that we would send this letter to explain the 
reasons, both for and against. 
 
Those who were against cited the following concerns :- 
 
a. The change in the nature of the school from a local community school. The school was 

originally set up as a local school in Loughton, serving the area of Loughton and a part of 
Great Holm. This was intended to be a school which local children attended and walked to. 
However it appears that this has changed somewhat in that now 50% of the school's 
current intake is from outside its catchment area and many now arrive in motor vehicles 
causing significant traffic problems in the area. The need to expand the school is not really 
due to an increase in local population as the entire local population of children could be 
accommodated in the current size of the school, even with some room for children from 
outside the catchment. The need to expand the school is mainly due to the wish to 
accommodate children coming from outside the catchment and making the school into one 
which serves a wider area of Milton Keynes. There is concern about the change in the 
nature of the school from being a local school to being a school for a much wider area. 
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b. There are concerns about the effect of the expansion of the school on local residents in 

that there is already traffic gridlock at drop off and pick up times and this is likely to get 
much worse. There is little if any public transport provision. 

 
c. There are concerns that the school will not have facilities of adequate size - e.g. the school 

hall will not be large enough to accommodate the school and that inadequate provision has 
been made for extra facilities of this type for a larger school 

 
d. There were concerns the site is a small one - for example there is already no field for the 

children to do games and the expansion will further diminish the available play area for the 
children. It was noted the capacity of the school is 118 and there are already 180 children 
so a further expansion of 90 children will be excessive for the available space on the site 
which will not increase 

 
e. There were concerns that the plan for traffic and parking is inadequately developed 
 
f. There were concerns that major building works would be carried on during term time and 

this would cause danger and disruption to the school and expose children to an 
unacceptable risk of injury 

 
g. There were other more suitable sites elsewhere where the population expansion could 

better occur. 
 
Those who were in favour of the expansion cited the following points :- 
 
a. The school's current capacity problems would be alleviated by a new building 
 
b. The local children who attend the school would benefit by the expansion 
 
c. Traffic and parking problems are already acute and can hardly get worse 
 
d. Works could be done to improve traffic flows and parking availability. 
 
I believe this is a fair summary of the views expressed both for and against and I hope you will 
take this into account when deciding after the consultation whether MK Council intends to 
proceed. 
 
Finally, Loughton Parish Council expressly reserves its position on the planning issues and 
intends to make representations within the planning process should you decide to proceed with 
this proposal 
 
sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Peter Todd 
Chairman, Loughton Parish Council 
 

 


